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Called from the Start  
 

Church of the Holy Spirit (CHS) was planted >20 years ago from St Johns Parish, Wynberg with a vision to 
reconcile people to God and to each other – to be a safe place for prodigals needing restoration. Something 
special has been happening over the years as people have stepped out of their comfort zones to share lives 
and God’s love.  Diversity is growing, lives are changing, healing is in process.   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vision for Church and More  

 

CHS is strategically located between areas of poverty and privilege and aware of the need to use the site 
wisely. After years of praying and listening to needs around, the vision emerged for a multi-functional and 
well-resourced Life Centre to serve both God and our communities.   The CHS Life Centre will be more than 
a church on Sundays, it will be accessible to all, 7 days a week. The impact will be across the seven spheres 
of life by providing facilities for spiritual growth and worship, family support and connection, educational 
and business resourcing, wellness and infrastructural support, and creative development.  This impact is 
seen as the practical outworking of the original “heptagon” vision back in 2002; bringing much 
encouragement as to how God has led consistently over years, with batons passed from team to team.  
 
The call for the CHS Life Centre was deepened through an extraordinary team of architects. Engineering 
Ministries International (EMI) has a vision for people restored by God and buildings restored to serve God 
and encouraged listening to needs across our whole community. CHS young people imagined the Life Centre 
as a "Table” where all are welcome to feast in God’s presence, no matter their background, age nor culture - 
a wonderful affirmation of CHS' call to diversity and inclusiveness.  
 

   

Listening and Growing 
 

Perseverance and faith have been tested over the years as we have waited and trusted. We are being built 
ourselves as we build!  Thankfully God has confirmed the Life Centre direction at key decision points, 
through encouragement from his word, as well as the provision of people and resources at critical times.  The 
team continues to listen and remain true to this call throughout.  
 
Stepping out in Faith 
 

Last year, CHS sensed strongly the need to step out in faith and assemble the team to start. Step by step, 
city council approvals and funding were received and, in August 2021, the build process started!  The 
previous CHS building was demolished, piling laid for foundations and the main build contract launched in 
early 2022.   



 

 
 
Tangible impact for many 
 

The CHS Life Centre will impact across our communities both now and for generations to come. In parallel 
with the build process, discussions are in process with potential tenants and partners for the Life 
Centre once built.  Some partnerships being assessed include the following:  

• SA offices for ‘Alpha' as a base from which to run national courses to explore life and meaning, 
• After-school tutoring in conjunction with “School in a box” - these programmes are currently being run 

by our CHS / Ubomi Trust team for >100 children but without a proper venue, 
• Non-mainstream schooling akin to SNAP School (Special Needs Advanced Programme) which was 

hosted at CHS previously but moved due to lack of space and facilities, 
• Family support & counselling, specifically including for elderly and vulnerable people and those 

suffering from addiction or trauma, for which need has multiplied through this Covid season, 
• Community Cafe (“The Table”), with a table extending from inside to outside, to welcome those 

from within the church and those from outside, with options to “pay forward” for those unable able to 
afford their own coffees, as well as training for those with a heart for hospitality, 

• Accessible primary health and home-care resources, which are insufficient in the local area, and 
wellness / exercise classes (maybe indoor soccer!) in an auditorium with sprung flooring, 

• “Art Cafe” and “Home Grown Worship” for creative development and expression through various media, 
• Accessible community facilities such as meeting rooms, hot-desks and Wifi to support individuals and 

small businesses needing to connect and be resourced. 

These options are exploratory, evolving and extremely exciting as the vision for the Life Centre becomes 
a reality.  CHS continues to connect and to grow partnerships with those with similar values and purpose. 

Partnering for Life  
 

A huge thank you to those who have joined this journey so far - we ask God to bless you in multiples!  It is 
so exciting for the project to be underway and to watch with expectation as it moves towards completion. 
We continue to pray and trust for funding to equip the building to fully impact those around.  
 
The CHS Life Centre will only become a reality with others with heart and capacity for the vision.  Please 
be encouraged to continue sharing this incredible story of life and hope and invite others to partner with us 
- all contributions are welcome and valued!  https://chscapetown.org/chs-life-centre/ 

 

Exciting Progress  
Build progress is steady and it is encouraging to see the new Life Centre 
taking shape! Concrete is currently being poured for the ground beams, 
columns, staircase and lift shaft and the ground floor slab will be complete 
within the next few weeks.  Completion of the Life Centre is scheduled for 
November 2022. 
 
Funds have been secured for the minimum build structure of R24,5million. 
We are so thankful to God and the generosity of many who have helped us 
come this far.  A further R10million is required for full completion, but the 
immediate priority is R6,5million required for the Life Centre to be 
operational for tenants at the start of 2023, including internal walls, flooring, 
ceilings, as well as network / security systems.  
 

     
 


